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DATE: JAN 1 8 2.013 . Office: MOSCOW, RUSSiA , 

IN RE: 

u.s: Department of Homeland Security 
U.S. Citizenship and Immigro"ttion Services 
Office o{Adminiscrmive Appeals 

· 20 Massachusetis Avenue, NW, MS 2090 
Washington, DC 20529-2090 

u.s. Citizenship 
and Immigration 
Services 

·· APPLICATION: .. Application for Waiver of Grounds of Inadmissibility under Section 212 of the 

Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C. § -i182. 

ON BEHALF OF APPLICANT:· 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

• • i 

Enclosed' please find the 'decision of the Administrative· Appeals Office in your case. All of the documents 

related to this matter have been retu.rned to t_he_ office that originall~ decided your case. Please be advised . 

. that any further inquiry that you mjght have concerning your case ml)st be made to that office. 

n Rosenberg 

f\cting Chief, Admi'nistrative Appeals Office . . . . 

" \':-

'· 

I 
f. 

. . www.usci~.gov 
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DISCUSSION:. The waiver application was denied by th~ Field Office Director, Moscow, · 
Rus?ia, and the mat~¢r is no~ before the Administrative Appe'als. Office (AAO) on appeal. The 
appeal will be sustained. · · 

· The applicant is a native and citizen of the Lithuania who was found to be inadmissible to the 
United States under sections 212(a:)(2)(A)(i)(I), (a)(6)(C)(i) and(a)(9)(B)(i)(U~ of the Immigration 
and Nationality Act (the Act), 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(2)(A)(i)(I), (a)6)(C)(i), and (a)(9)(B)(i)(II), for . 
having been convicted of a crime involving moral turpitude, fo~ seeking to procure an immigration 
benefit through fraud or misrepresentation, and for having been unlawfully present in the United 
States for over one year. The applicant is the spouse of a U.S<citizen and is the benefiCiary of an 

· approved Petition for Alien ,Relative (Form I-130). The applicant seeks a waiver of 
inadmissibility pursuant ·to sections 212(a)(9)(B)(v), (h) and (i) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. 
§§ 1182(a)(9)(B)(v),' (h) and (i). 

The field office direGtor. concluded that the applicant failed to establish that a denial of his waiver . . . . ; 

application w.ould result in extreme hardship to his U.S. citize~ spouse and denied the application 
accordingly. ~ee Decision of the Field Office Director dateq January 12, 2012. The applicant 
filed a motion to reopen and reconside'r the denial. The director granted the applicant ' s Motion, 
but affirmed h.er original finding that the applicant's spouse would not face extreme hardship and 
denied the waiver application. · See Decision of the Field Office: Director dated March 15, 2012. 

. . 

On appeai, the applicant, through counsei, ~laims that the applicant's spouse would face extrem~ 
hardship due to the applicant's inadmissibility. See Appeal Bfief. . ~pecifically, counsel cites the 
applicant's spquse's severe economic hardship. · /d. at 4. 

The record in this case contains, in rel~vant part, the appeal · and appeal brief, the documents 
submitted with the applicant's motion to reopen, the applicant':s.waiver application and statements 
signed by the applic.ant and his spouse. The record also contains a psychological evaluation of the 
applicant's spouse, tax and financial documentation, and recor~s relating to the applicant's child ' s 
education and therapy. The entire·recordwas reviewed and considered in rendering a decision on 
the appeal. · · · · 

Section 212(a)(6)(C1 ofthe Act: provides, in, pertinent part: 

(i) Any alien who, by fraud or willfully misrepresenting a material fact , seeks 
to procure (or has sought to .procure or has procured) a visa, other 
documentation, or admission into · the Unit~d States or · other benefit · 
provided under this Act is inadmissible. 

Section 212(a)(9) of the Act provides: 

*** 
(B) ALIENS. UNLAWFULLY PRESENT.-
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(i) lh gen~raL- Any alien (other than an alien lawfUlly admitted for permanent 
residence) who- . 

*** 

(II) has been unlawfully present in the United States for one year or more, 
and who again seeks admission within 10 yearS of the date of su·ch alien's 
departu~e orremoval fr?·m. th~ United~ States, is inadmissible. 

*** 
. . 

(v) Waiver.- The Attorney Gerteral.[now the Secr~tary of Homeland Security 
(Secretary)] has sole discretion to waive clause (i) !n the case of an immigrant 
who is the spouse or son or daughter of a United States citizen or of an alien 
lawfully admitted for permanent residence, if it is established to the satisfaction 
of the .(Secretary] that the refusal of admission to ~uch immigr~nt alien would 

· result in txtreme har.dship to the citizen or lawfully !resident spouse or parent of 
such aliep. Nq court shall have jurisdiction to rev,iew a decision or action by 
the [Secr~tary] regarding a waiver under this clause. 

Section 212(i) of the' Actprovides: 

(1) The .. Attorney General. [now Secretary of , Homeland Security {the 
Secretary)] may, in ,the discretion of the [Secretary], waive the application 
of clause (i) of subsection (a)(6)(C) . in the c~se of an alien who is the 
spouse, son or daughter of a United States cittzen or ofan alien lawfully 
admitted for permanent residence, if it is established to the satisfaction of 
the [Secretary] that the refusal of admission to the United States of such 
immigrant alien would result in extreme hardship to the citizen or lawfully 
resident spouse or parent of such an alieri . . · · 

The record reflects that the applicant first attempted to enter the United States under an assumed 
name in 1999. He ;was excluded ·and removed at;the port o{ entry. The applicant nevertheless 

. 'returned .to the United States in 2000, again with a frcmdulent ,passport and visa. He was arrested 
and, in · 2007, convicted unde~ 18 l).S.C.. § 1001(a)(1) for concealing his identity to U.S. 
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). The applicant remained in the United States until 
his departure on June 16, 2010. · · 

The AAO finds .~that the applicant is inadmissible under sections 212(a)(6)(C)(i) and 
(a)(9)(B)(i)(II) of the Act. The AAQ finds it unnecessary 'to ·address the applicant's criminal 
grounds of inadmissibility because,_ if he is able ~o satisfy the waiver requirements of sections 
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212(a)(9)(B)(v) and '212(i), h~ wiU also satisfy the waiver requirements in section 212(h) of the 
Act. 

. . . ' . . : . 

The Act provides that a Wt;liver 'O.f inadmissibility, under either section 212(a)(9)(B)(v) or (i)of the 
Act, is dependent first upon ashowing that the admissibility baf imposes an extreme hardship on a 

. U.S .. citizen or lawful permanent resident spouse or parent. on;ce extreme hardship is established, 
it is but one favorable factor to qe considered in the determinat~on ofwhether the Secretary should 
exercise discretion. See Matter of Mendez, 21 I&N Dec. 296 (BIA1996). ·. . . . . . .. 

The applicant's case is based on a claim of extreme hardship to his U.S.citizen spo~se. The record 
contains references · to hardship that the applicant's child ·would experience if the · waiver 
application were denied. It is noted that Congress did not include hardship to an alien' s children 
as a factor to be considered in assessing extreme•hardship. undhr either section 212(a)(9)(B)(v)or 
(i) of the Act. 1 In. the present case, the applicant'.s spouse is the only qualifying relative for the 
waiver under sections212(a)(9)(B)(v)or (i) of the Act, and hardship tothe applicant's child will 
notbe separately considered, except as it may affect the applicapt's spouse. 

· Extreme hardship is ' "not' a definable term of fixed and inflexible content or meaning," but 
"~ecessarily depends upon the facts and circumstances. peculi(\r to each case." Matter of Hwang, 
10 I&N Dec. 448, 451 (BIA 1964). In Matter of Cervantes-li;onzalez, the Board of Immigration 
Appeals,(the Board) provided a list of factors it deemed relevanti in determining whether an alien has 
established extreme hardship to a qualifying relative. 22 I&N Dec. 560, 565 (BIA 1999). The factors 
include· the presence of a lawful permanent resident or United States citizen spouse or panintin this 
country; the qualit)'irig relative's family ties outside the United States; the conditions in the country or 
countries to which the qualifying relative would relocate and the extent of the qualifying relative's 
ties in such countries; the financial impact of departure from thi.s country; and significant conditions 
ofhealth, particularly when tied to an unavailability of suitabie inedical care in the country to which 
the qualifying relative would ;.elocate~ !d. The .Board added ~hat not all of the foregoing factors 
'need be analyzed in any given case and emphasized that the list of factors was not exclusive. /d. 
at 566. · . 

The Board has also held that the common or typical results of removal and inadmissibility do not 
.constitute extreme hardship, ancl ·has listed certain individual ~ardship factors considered common 
rather than extreme. These factors include: economic disadvantage, loss of current employment, . 
inability to maintain one ' s present standard of living, inability to pursue a chosen profession, · 

. separation from family members, severing community ties, cultural readjustment after living in the 
United States for many years, cultural adjustment of qualifying relatives who have never lived 

. outside the United ·States, inferior economic and educational 6pportunities in the foreign country, 
·. o_r inferior me'di~:;al facilities in the foreign country. See generally Matter of Cervantes-Gonzalez , 

22,I&N Dec.'at 568; Matter of Pilch, 21 I&N Dec.627, 632-3~ (BIA 1996); Matter of Ige , 20 l&N 

1 Hardship to an applicant',s child is an appropriate consideration when determining eligibility for a waiver 
ofinadmissibility under section 212(h) of the. Act. . 
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Dec. 880, 883 (BIA1994); Matter of Ngai, 19 I&N Dec. 245, ·246-47 (Comin'r 1984); Matter of 
Kim, 15 I&N Dec. 88, 89-90 (BIA 1974); Matter of Shaughnbsy, 12 I&N Dec. 810, 813 (BIA 
1968). However, ~though hardships· ~ay not be ·extreme when considered abstractly or 
individuaqy, _ the B()ard has made· it clear that ."[r]elevant: factors, though not extreme in 
themselves, must be.considered in the aggregate'in determining whether extreme hardship exists." 
Matter ofO-J-0-, 21 I&N Dec. 381, 383 (BIA 1996) (quoting Matter oflge, 20 l&N Dec. at 882). 
The adjudicator "must consider the ~ntire range of factors conc~rning hardship in their' totality and 
determine whether the combination. of hardships .ta_kes the case' beyond those hardships\ordinarily 
associated with deportation." !d. 

The actual hardship associated with an abstr~d hardship factor such as family separation, 
economic disadvantage, cultural readjustment, et cetera, differs in nature and severity depending' 
on the unique circumstances of each case, as does the cumul~tive hardship a qualifying relative. 
experienc~s as a res~lt of aggregated individual: hardships. 'See; e~g., Matter of Bing Chih Kao and 
Mei- Tsui Lin, 23 I&N Dec. 45 , 51 '(BIA 2001) (distinguishingtAfatter of Pilch regarding hardship 
faced by qualifying 'relative~ on ·the basis of variations in th~ length of residence in the United 
States and the ability to speak the language of the · country to which they · would relocate). For 
example, though· farhily separation has been found to be a C<j>mmon result of inadmissibility or 
removal, separation from family living in the United States can also be the most important single _ 
hardship factor in considering hardship in the aggregate. See $alcido-Salcido, 138 F.3d 1292 (91

h 

Cir. l998) (qtiotingContreras-Buenfil v. INS, 712 E2d 401, 403 (9th Cir.- 1983)); bu( see Matter 
of Ngai, 19 I&N I)ec. at 247 (separation of spouse and children from applicant not extreme 
hardship due to coriflicting evidence in the record -and because applicant and spouse had been 
voluntarily separated from one another for 28 years).' Therefpre, we consider the totality of the 
circumstances in determinipg whether denial of admission wduld result in extreme hardship to a 
qualifying relative. .. 

The record in this case contains, in· relevant p~rt, an app~al brief, affidavits signed by the 
applicant, his· sp~use, family members and friends, documents relating to the early intervention 
services pro:vided to ,the applicant's ·child, tax and employm~ent documents, bank statements, a 
psychological evaluation of the applicant's spouse, and documents relating to the economic and 
political situation in Lithuania . . , _ 

The· evide~ce in the record,· considered in the aggregate, demonstrates that the applicant's spouse 
would face extreme -hardship should the applicant's waiver application be denied. The applicant's 
spouse's most ·recent iQcome documentation demonstrates that' she earned $4863 in · the year 2011 . 
. She is the recipient_pf state assistance and her daughter .is enrolled in the 'state's medical insurance 
program: Her financial circumstances have worsened becausb of the applicant's inadmissibility. 
Although she has been assi.sted by her family in the United States, her economic situation is worse 
than that o.f others · in her -circumstances facing · a spouse's inadmissibility. Her situation is 

· exacerbated by the ad9itional edl:lcational and therapeutic rieeds of her child. Additionally, 
according to her ;psych'ological evaluation, the applicant's spouse has been attending monthly 
therapy'sessions to cope with herm:ajor depressive disorder and anxiety. Although depression and 

~ · . ' . . 
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anxiety are not atypical conditions in spouses facing separation, the applicant's spouse's condition 
must be considered in conjunction with her 'economic stress anp the emotional hardship related to 
the couple's child ' s developmental delays. The AAO finds that the applicant's spouse's hardsh.ip 

. ' J . ' 

rises to the level of e{(treme. · · 

Similarly, the evidence in .the record demonstrates that the appltcant's spouse would face extreme 
hardship should she relocate to. Lithuania: The applicant's sp'ouse has family ties in the United 
States. She is also able to provide her daughter with the treatmen.t and early intervention her 
developmentai delays require. There is no indication that similar or equivalent treatment would be 

· available for her chilo ir Li'thuania. Beyond fadng a lower staAdaro of living and volatile political 
situation upon relocation that many other individuals in the ~pplicant's spouse's circums.tances · 
also face, the applicant's spouse may also be forced to deny ~er US. citizen child the treatment 
she requires. The AAO therefore finds that the applicant has ;establishect that denial of a waiver 
would result in extreme hardship to her ~pouse. · · 

,_ 

The AAO finds that the applicant has established that his inad,missibility would result in extreme . 
hardship ; to his qualifying relative and .therefore concludes fhat he .is statutorily eligible for a 
waiver of grounds of inadmissibility. 

In that the applicanthas established that the bar to his admissi~n would result in extreme hardship 
to a qualifying relative, the AAO .now turns to a consideration of whether he merits a waiver of 

I 

inadmissibility as a :matter of discretion. · In discretionary matters, the applicant bears the burden 
of proving eligibilityin terms of equities in the United. States ~hich are not outweighed by adverse 
factors. See Matter ofT-S-Y-, 7 I&NDec. 582 (BIA 1957). ' · 

. ' 

In ·evaluating whether .... . ·relief is warranted in the exercise of discretion, the 
factors adverse to the alie~ include the nature arid udderlying circums.tances of 
the exclusion ground at issue, the presence of addition~! significant violations of 
this country':s immigration laws; 'the existence of a cri{ninal record, and if so, its 
nature and seriousness, and the presence ·of. other e:vidence indicative of the 
alien's bad charaCter or undesirability as a permanent resident of this country. 
The favorable considerations include family ties in the ;United States, residence of 
. . ' ~ 

long duration in this country (particularly where alien ~egan residency at a young 
age), evidence of hardship to the alien and his . fam:ily if he is excluded and 
deported, s'ervice in this· country's Anned·Forces, a hisfory of stable employment, 
the existence of property or business ties, evidence of value or service in the 
community, evidence of genuine rehabilitation if a criminal record exists, arid 

• other evidence attesting to the alien's good Ch<;lracter (~:g., affidavits from family, 
friends arid responsible community representatives). 

See Matter ofMendez, 21 I&N. Dec. 296, 301 (BIA 1996). : The AA'o must then, "balance the 
adverse. factors· evidencing an alien's undesirability as a, pen.nanent resident with the social and 
humane considerations presented on the alien's behalf to det¢rmine whether the grant of relief in 
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the .exercise ofdiscretio~ · appears to be in.the:best interests of)fu.e country. ·" /d. at 300. (Citations 
omitted). ' · 

The adverse factors · in 'the present case .are the applicant's fraudulent attempts to procure an 
immigration benefit ~md his conviction under 18 u.~.c. § 1001(a)(1). the favorable or mitigating 
factors in the present case include the. applicant's . relationship with his U.S. citizen spouse and· 
child, and other family ties in the United States. : Other f(!.vorable factoi"s include the applicant's 
truck driving business ties t() the United States. Further, it is nbted that the applicant's fraudulent 
attempts to enter the:, United Sta~es occurred over 12 years ago. It is also noted that he completed · 

-his probation in 2009, and has no criminal record in Lithuaf!.ia or in the Village of Wheeling, 
Illinois. In: balancing the mitigating imd adverse factors in : the present case, including those 
mentioned, the AAO finds that the favorable factors in the pr~sent matter outweigh the negative. 
A favorable exercise ofthe Secretary's discretion is therefore Warranted in this case . . : . . . 

. . 

The burden of p~o~ing eligibility in thes~ proceedings remains ~ntirely with the applicant Section 
291 ot'the Act, 8 U.S.C. § 136i. Here, th_~ applicant has m~t that burden. The appeal will be 
sustained. 

ORDER: The appeal is sustained. 




